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Abstract - We demonstrate that hybrid circuit consisting of Ag/a-Si/Pt memristive devices and silicon operational amplifier can perform analog dot-product computation. The high conductive states in the considered memristive device are linear, making it useful for general analog-input analog-weight operations. In particular, in proposed hybrid circuits, input analog voltage is multiplied by analog weight (conductance) of memristive devices, and the resulting currents are passively summed with the inverting configuration operational amplifier. The proposed concept is checked experimentally by demonstrating passive mixing of two continuous analog signals using a discrete chip operational amplifier and Ag/a-Si/Pt memristive devices, which are programmed using a recently demonstrated variation-tolerant algorithm with a high precision.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Memristors allow for very compact analog nonvolatile memory implementation, which is suitable for a variety of analog circuit applications [1-10]. Let us consider one of the very attractive applications of memristive devices in the analog domain: a circuit performing analog dot-product (multiply-and-add) computation.

Figure 1(a) shows implementation of dot-product operation with hybrid CMOS/memristor circuits [11, 12]. The input voltage is multiplied by the weight (conductance) of memristive device, and the resulting currents are summed on a wire that is virtually grounded with operational amplifier (op-amp). The total current is converted back to voltage by negative feedback op-amp so that the output voltage of the circuit is

\[ V_{\text{output}} = -R_f \sum V_{\text{input}_i} \times 1/R_i. \]

Dot-product computation is a typical bottleneck operation in many low-level information processing tasks, such as spatial filtering and feature extraction [12, 13]. It is also the most frequent operation in artificial neural networks and a key part of resistor ladder digital-to-analog converters [12, 14].

The circuit on Fig. 1(a) maps easily onto a one-dimensional crossbar structure (i.e. with one horizontal wire crossing several vertical ones). By adding more horizontal wires with attached memristive devices and op-amps serving it, the circuit is easily generalized to perform matrix operations.

Recently, we have demonstrated a 2-input dot-product operation with hybrid CMOS/memristor circuits [11]. In that work the state of titanium dioxide memristive devices was tuned to high precision by using a variation-tolerant algorithm. Because of nonlinear I-V characteristics for ON and OFF states for titanium dioxide memristive devices, their weight [i.e. \(1/R_i(V_{\text{input}_i})\)] depends on the applied bias, which restricted us to using only digital-input voltage in the demonstrated dot-product circuits. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate more general analog-input analog-weight dot-product operations implemented with electrochemical Ag/a-Si/Pt memristive devices [15-17]. In particular, we demonstrate that Ag/a-Si/Pt memristive devices can be successfully tuned to a precise resistance state with linear I-V in a given range of operation in order to implement the weighting of each input signal. We also study the intrinsic switching noise in memristive devices and its impact on the performance of dot-product circuits.

Electrochemical memristive devices (also known as conductive bridge memory) have been extensively studied in the past few years [18-22]. Application of electrical potential across two terminals in such devices leads to the formation of a conducting filament composed of metallic ions from the reactive electrode. For example, for Ag/a-Si/Pt devices the switching to the ON state (set process) involves electro-oxidation of the Ag electrode and the drift of Ag ions towards an inert (Pt) electrode in a-Si film with subsequent reduction. The resulting filament can be dissolved (reset process) by applying reverse bias polarity. Compared to other electrochemical memristive devices (e.g. to those based on chalcogenide materials), Ag/a-Si/Pt devices have superior properties (e.g. CMOS processing compatibility [23-26]).

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Device Fabrication

The memristive device consists of a top electrode (Ag), the a-Si layer, and Pt as the bottom electrode. An evaporated Ti/Pt
bottom electrode (5nm / 35nm) is patterned by standard optical lithography technique on a Si/SiO2 substrate (500 µm / 200 nm, respectively) at a rate of 0.1 nm/s. A 40 nm a-Si active layer is then deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition at 300°C and a pressure of 600 mT, using SiH4 (2% in He). The orthogonal top electrode is defined by a lift-off step. An Ag/Au electrode (50 nm / 25 nm) is evaporated on top of the a-Si active layer. After deposition, the device was annealed at 450°C in high vacuum condition (10^-8 T) to diffuse the Ag atom to a-Si film.

B. Device I-V Characteristics

Multistate memory operation is obtained by controlling the size of a filament(s) during set and reset processes. Figure 1(b) shows typical I-V characteristics with multiple resistance states achieved by controlling the sweeping voltage magnitude during reset process (negative polarity), or by controlling the Current Compliance (CC) during the set process (positive polarity). The poor apparent ON/OFF current ratio, in comparison to other devices reported in the literature, is due to the necessity of keeping the device in the ohmic regime throughout the dynamic range. In this particular case, the ohmic I-V characteristic of the device implies that the filament bridges two electrodes and that the device’s conductivity is controlled by changing the geometry (i.e. diameter and shape) of the filament(s). The resulting dynamic range is determined by a minimum \( R_{ON} \) and maximum \( R_{ONH} \) values of resistance for the device in the ON state (i.e. for filament bridging the electrodes). A full OFF state (no filament bridging the electrodes) is achieved by applying voltages less than -1.2 V and results in the ON/OFF current ratio exceeding 10^4 (not shown in the figure). In this paper we do not program devices to an OFF state, because it results in a weight “0” for dot-product operation. However, it is an important feature of input selection in order to enable/disable a given input.

C. Switching Dynamics

In order to characterize switching dynamics for Ag/a-Si/Pt devices, pulse protocol measurements are employed [11]. Application of short pulses prevents the devices from overheating and allows for better control of switching, as compared to that of quasi DC sweeping measurements. The latter also typically requires current compliance, which is more challenging to implement in crossbar structures.

Figure 2 shows a more accurate analysis of switching dynamics for the case of tuning the device between \( R_{ON} \) and \( R_{ONH} \) states. This measurement is composed of two different pulses:

(i) The write pulses that induce a change in the resistance state (\( T_{write} = 400 \) ns); and

(ii) The non-disturbing read pulses (\( V_{Read} = 0.1 \) V and \( T_{Read} = 1 \) ms).

The analysis of the resistance change as a function of the cumulative time (defined as the summation of all previous write pulses applied to the device during the transition) provides important insight into the analog operation of a memristive device:

(i) The set transition is less controllable, most likely due to positive feedback during ON switching. Shorter pulse duration during writing should circumvent this problem, but this is not achievable in our actual setup, which is limited to 200 ns.

(ii) A better accuracy for tuning devices to a desired state could be achieved with smaller applied voltages. This advantage is balanced by the exponentially longer time needed to reach that state. The tradeoff between tuning time for a certain state and accuracy with which this state can be reached needs further investigation and is beyond the scope of this paper.

D. Tuning of Memristive State

Earlier we proposed a variation-tolerant algorithm to cope with these two issues [11]. The simple algorithm is based on two sequences of voltage pulses with increasing amplitude. One sequence of pulses is used to implement gradual set, and another one, with opposite polarity, is used for gradual reset switching. In particular, the reset sequence always starts with a -0.3 V voltage pulse, and the amplitude of every new (write) pulse in a sequence is increased by 0.1 V with respect to that of the preceding pulse. The write pulses are alternated with non-disturbing read pulses at \( V_{Read} = 0.1 \) V, which are applied to interrogate the current device state. The sequence is stopped...
Figure 2. Characterization of switching dynamics in Ag/a-Si/Pt devices. (a) Gradual set and (b) reset of the resistance state is realized by applying external voltage pulses with variable amplitude and duration. Panels (c) and (d) show the same data on 2-D plot for gradual set and reset transitions, respectively.

Once read pulse confirms overshooting of the desired resistance state. At this point, if correction is needed, the set sequence is applied with a voltage pulse starting at 0.3 V. While application of several sequences might be needed to converge on a desired state [11], a single gradual reset transition is typically sufficient for the considered devices. Figures 3(c) and (d) present the results of programming devices to different resistance states. These figures also demonstrate that the state is retained for over 3000 s in all cases.

E. Dot-Product Circuitry

Figures 3(a) and (b) show experimental demonstration of analog-input analog-weight dot-product operation with Ag/a-Si/Pt memristive devices, which are tuned to a given resistance state using the described algorithm. The CMOS circuitry was emulated by a breadboard circuit with bipolar op-amp UA741 and \( R_f = 10 \, \text{k}\Omega \) resistor. Before running the dot-product computation, memristive devices were disconnected from op-amp and tuned to a specific state using a B1500 Agilent parameter analyzer.

In particular, Fig. 3 shows dot-product operation with two continuous AC sinusoidal input signals, with voltage swing = 0.1 V, \( f_1 = 1 \, \text{KHz} \) and \( f_2 = 5.7 \, \text{KHz} \). The amplitude for input signal is small enough that it does not change the resistance state of memristive devices, for which a safe non-disturbing operation is ensured when applied bias is in the range \(-0.3 \, \text{V} \leq V_{\text{input}} \leq 0.3 \, \text{V}\) (Figs. 2(a), (b)).

III. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In order to demonstrate scaling of an input signal by memristive device weight, the output signal is post-processed using fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis. The largest frequency component in the spectrum is proportional to the corresponding weight of the memristive device (Figs. 3(c), (d)). Two following observations can be drawn from this measurement:
(a) The dot-product computation can be realized in the full dynamic range of the devices ($R_{\text{ON}}/R_{\text{ON}}^H$). This dynamic range of operation is the same for all measured devices and is not affected by dispersion between devices.

(ii) The maximum precision for weight tuning using the developed algorithm is close to 1%, which is roughly equivalent to 7-bit accuracy; however, it can be significantly worse for some resistance states.

More specifically, these results reveal one of the main challenges for achieving better tuning accuracy: the intrinsic random telegraph noise (RTN) of memristive devices [27-32]. The cause of such RTN is most likely due to the oscillation of ions in the filament between two traps. The bottom left inset of Fig. 4(b) shows a typical measurement of RTN in our devices where more than two states can be identified. To further quantify the impact of the noise, Fig. 4(a) shows simple RTN analysis for different resistance states. From a power spectrum density analysis (Fig. 4(b)), RTN noise is more severe for the device in a high-resistance state. This leads to an accuracy limitation of about 2.7% for the highest ON resistance state (10 k\(\Omega\)), as shown in the top-right inset. Though such noise might be a problem for some applications where high accuracy is desired (e.g. digital-to-analog converters), it is probably manageable for the majority of applications, given that analog computing is only practical for low-accuracy analog signals [33].
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated analog-input analog-weight dot-product computation in a hybrid circuit composed of Ag/a-Si/Pt memristive devices and a silicon operational amplifier, which is a very promising application of memristive devices in the context of information processing. The accuracy for tuning memristive device states was limited to about 3% (of the desired state) in the worst case (i.e. highly resistive states), due to random telegraph noise.
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Figure 4. (a) The random telegraph noise signal for the device in different resistance states (0.5 kΩ, 1 kΩ, 2 kΩ, 4 kΩ and 5 kΩ, respectively) measured at 300 K under 0.1 V, and sampling rate of 10^6 Sa/s. Noise amplitude is normalized by the value of the average current. (b) The spectral power density as a function of frequency for the corresponding resistance state. The bottom left inset shows a typical measurement of RTN noise at the highest resistance state (10 kΩ). The relative resistance fluctuations, ΔR/R against different resistance states, is shown in top right inset.


